The problem of job shop scheduling has been approached in several methods and still the performance on job shop scheduling. To overcome the deficiency in job shop scheduling, the author present an ant based multi attribute real time resource approximation technique. Initially the method generates number of ants according to number of resources available. The multi attribute real time resource approximation technique considers make span time, waiting time, resource utilization as the name suggest. The method first generates the possible sequences in multi level for each job. The sequence is generated in combinatory where each job will be placed in first in different sequence. In the second stage, for each sequence the method estimates the sequence weight according to make span time, waiting time and resource utilization value. Finally, based on computed sequence weight, the method selects a single sequence to schedule the job set. The method produces higher scheduling performance and reduces the time complexity as well.
[Resource approximation technique includes various factors of scheduling]
[Multi attribute resource approximation technique based scheduling is named because, it considers multiple attributes namely Make span, Resource utilization and Waiting time] and it is the Ant based Iterative Multi attribute Scheduling because the sequences are generated in iterative manner at the end of each sequence the destination has been generated partially and after executing a sequence or when a single resource has finished execution a new sequence will be generated and sequence weight will be executed for that and a single one will be selected]
INTRODUCTION
Basic JSSP is a static optimization problem, since all information about the production program is known in advance. General Job shop problem is the probably most studied one by academic research during the last three decades and is notoriously difficult problem to solve. The JSSP is an NP (Nondeterministic Polynomial) hard problem and among those optimization problems, it is one of the least tractable known problem (Garey and Johnson 1979) . It is purely deterministic, since processing time and constraints are fixed and no stochastic events occur. The JSSP also illustrates some of the demands required by a wide array of real world problems. In a shop floor, machines process jobs and each job contains a certain number of operations. Each operation has its own processing time and has to be processed on a dedicated machine. Each job has its own machine order and no relation exists between machine orders of any two jobs. For each job, the machine order of operations is prescribed and is known as technological production recipe or technological constraints, which are static to a problem instance.
Operations to be processed on one machine form an operation sequence for this machine. For a given problem, an operation sequence for each machine is called a schedule. Since each operation sequence can be permuted independently of operation sequences of other machines, the problem with n jobs and m machines can have a maximum of (n!) m different solutions The completion time of all jobs is known as makespan. The objective is to find a feasible schedule with minimum makespan. Feasible schedules are obtained by permuting the processing order of operations on machines without violating the technological constraints.
The organization has various task and jobs to be performed in all the times. But to perform the specified task, the organizations have to invest huge amount. The cost of resources has great impact in the budget of the organizations. Also, there will be resources which could be used for some specific task or job but they have no usage after that. So the organizations have to utilize the resource in efficient manner. The benefit of utilizing the resource is highly depending on how the resources are utilized and how the jobs are scheduled over the resource.
The scheduling has been involved in many industries from the manufacturing to the information technology. The manufacturing industries schedule the task of the product manufacturing cycle over available mechanical resources. Similarly, in IT industry there will be limited programmers or any other resource. The development process must be using the above mentioned resources which are within a limit. So that the tasks has to be scheduled over available resources. Generally scheduling refers to the allocation of resources to certain tasks in the particular time window. The resource can be of some machines, processor, printers and the tasks can be of some operations of a job. In most cases a single job may require an N number of resources to complete the job, so that a single job requires multiple resources set to complete the assigned task. The task completion time is the total time required to complete all the steps of the task and each step of task requires a resource up to sometime according to the job specification. In such case, it cannot be assured that the required resource is always available and may be allocated to another sequence of any job.
The process of scheduling has great impact on resource utilization, manpower scheduling, job shop scheduling, project management, linear-model etc. For example in a software organization, the resource planning is performed, where the available resource is to maximize the resource utilization and complete the projects on time. The efficient scheduling on this reduces the resource idle status and avoids the programmers sitting on the bench. The scheduling in software organizations has a great deal where the resources are programmers, designers and testers available at different numbers and many numbers of projects being handled in a single time as processes.
Similarly the environment would contain only limited resource of particular type. A single job would require different type of resources to hold for certain time. Also, different job would require the same resource type instance at the same time. The real challenge in JSS is scheduling less number of resources to large number of jobs. But the efficiency of scheduling is all about the completion time and waiting time. In real world condition, scheduling the jobs in FCFS is not efficient because the job may not require all the resources available. While scheduling, there are number of factors must be considered. Make-span time is the total time to complete the task similarly the waiting time is the total time the task has waited for different resources. Resource utilization is the measure represents the usage of resources and the idle time of the resources. For any efficient scheduling algorithm these three factors must be considered. The resource approximation is the process of estimating the resource utilization measure based on which the resources can be scheduled. In this paper the resource approximation is performed according to the sequence weight being estimated.
RELATED WORKS
There are number of approaches has been discussed earlier for the scheduling of resources. This section explains the list of methods being discussed earlier.
The problems of scheduling with parallel identical machines with non simultaneous machines are considered in [1] . The method is focused to reduce the make span time of the jobs. The method has produced less scheduling time with the less makespan time. In [2] , the author considered the batching and scheduling with non identical machines. The method has used two different methods like MILP and Petrinets. For scheduling the processing time and hard restriction are considered. Similarly the scheduling considered as there exists only a single machine. The method focused to reduce the workload of the entire system.
The time constraint based job scheduling is considered in [3] with the constraint that the single resource instance is capable of doing a specific job. The method estimates the delay between executions of two different jobs with the same machine. According to the delay constraint on completion of two different jobs, the method performs scheduling.
Scheduling of identical machines such storage has been approached based on combinatory with optimization has been performed in [4] . In this approach, the jobs of block have been scheduled in linear manner. The method schedules the jobs in preemptive manner and maximizes the feasibility of scheduling. Also the method performs the polynomial scheduling based on time. In [6] , the identical parallel machines are scheduled on preemptive manner. The method estimates the weight of completion time for different jobs.
Based on the weight computed and time, the method performs scheduling of jobs. The method uses the scheduling policy and produces the guaranteed performance in scheduling.
Further to minimize the makespan time of identical machines a branch and bound algorithm is discussed in [11] . The method identifies the consumable resources in supply chain. The method uses the lower bounds to be used in scheduling. Semi-online Scheduling Algorithms on Two Parallel Identical Machines under a Grade of Service Provision [12] , investigates semi-online scheduling problems on two parallel identical machines under a grade of service (GoS) provision. We consider two different semi-online versions where the optimal offline value of the instance is known in advance or the largest processing time of all jobs is known in advance. Respectively for two semi-online problems, we develop algorithms with competitive ratios of 3/2 and ( √ 5+1)/2, which are shown to be optimal.
All the methods produce poor scheduling performance and produces higher time complexity.
MULTI ATTRIBUTE RESOURCE APPROXIMATION SCHEDULING
The multi attribute resource approximation algorithm identifies the list of resources being required for the job scheduling. First the method generates the list of possible sequence of jobs being generated. For each job sequence the method estimates the resource approximation which in turn returns the sequence weight. Based on these sequence weight, the method schedules the given jobs. The entire method has been split into different stages and each will be described in detail in this section. The Figure 1 , shows the architecture of the proposed multi attribute resource approximation based job shop scheduling and the components of the proposed approach.
Sequence Generation
The Sequence generation procedure helps to compute possible sequences and identify the set of job sets can be produced. With the initial job sequence, it computes the multilevel sequences with different sequences. The sequence mining technique is used here to support the scheduling process. With the submitted sequence, the missing items were identified from the item set S. With the subset of identified missing items were accounted to compute allocation policy using the available machines and time span. Based on the completion time of allocated jobs to the machines, the sequences were computed and the span time was evaluated.
Algorithm (1) : Sequence Generation Algorithm:
Input: Job set Js Output: Sequence set Ss.
Step 1: Start
Step 2: Initialize sequence set ss.
Step 3: Read job set Js.
Step 4: Identify distinct job from Js.
Step 5: DJS = //unique jobs are identified Step 6: For each job Ji Sequence set SS = combinatory (Ji). //generating combination of sequences End
Step 7: For each sequence Si Generate multi level sequences SS.
SS = End
Step 8: Stop. The above discussed algorithm generates the possible sequence of jobs and generates multiple sequences accordingly.
Multi Attribute Resource Approximations
In this stage, for a given sequence the method estimates the make span time. Then the average waiting time of the all the jobs are estimated. The method estimates the resource utilization value. Using all these measures, the method estimates the sequence weight. Using the sequence, the method iteratively generates the sequence and estimate the same weight. Finally a single weight is returned for the scheduler.
Algorithm (2) : Multi Attribute Resource Approximation Algorithm:
Input: Sequence s Output: Sequence weight sw.
Step 2: Read sequence s.
Step 3 Step 6: Compute sequence weight sw =
Step 7: Stop The above discussed algorithm estimates different measures and compute the sequence weight for given job sequence.
Multi Attribute Resource Approximations Based Scheduling
The method reads each sequence generated initially. For each sequence the method estimates the resource approximation which in turn generates the sequences and computes the sequence weight. Finally based on arrived sequence weight a single sequence is selected. Selected sequence is used for scheduling the jobs.
Algorithm (3): Multi Attribute Resource Approximation Scheduling Algorithm:
Input: Job set Js Output: > 0
Step 2: Sequence set SS = Sequence-Generation(Js)
Step 3: For each sequence Si Sequence weight sw = Perform Resource Approximation(Si) End Step 4: Choose sequence with higher weight
Step 5: Execute selected schedule
Step 6: Stop The above discussed algorithm computes the multi attribute resource approximation based sequence weight. Based on estimated weight the method schedules the job set.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
The various performance metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm. The scheduling performance is the key factor which impact on the other parameters. The scheduling performance can be measured based on the makes span time being produced by the proposed method and it should be comparatively less than the previous methods. The makespan time is depending on how the job shops are scheduled. Similarly, the latency is the parameter which represents the time taken for scheduling the jobs which must be considered for the large scale problem.
Table -1: Simulation Parameters

Parameters Value
Number of Jobs 50
Number of tasks in each 5
Number of resource types 5
Number of resources 15
To evaluate the performance of the proposed multi attribute job shop scheduling algorithm, the following parameters has been used. The proposed multi attribute real time resource approximation scheme has been implemented and evaluated for its efficiency. The method has been evaluated for its efficiency on various parameters.
The Table 1 , shows the details of simulation being used to evaluate the performance of the multi attribute real time resource approximation technique for job scheduling.
Let's consider there exist 5 jobs with 3 machines with different processing time. The details of the jobs have been given below. The Table 2 , shows the details of jobs and processing time of them. The processing time is the execution time for the specific job.
Analysis on Time Constrained Scheduling:
The time constrained approach schedules the job according to the makespan time of the job sequence. In this case the following sequences can be generated for example and their makespan time is presented in Table 3 . 
In this approach, the time constrained approach selects the second sequence "2-5-3-1-4" which has makespan time of 12 minutes. But the average waiting time of the jobs are 6 minutes and produces less resource utilization. This affects the overall performance of the system and must be considered.
Analysis on Multi Attribute Resource Approximation Based Scheduling
The proposed approach consider not only the time constraint values but all consider the average waiting time, resource utilization values in scheduling the jobs given. Let us consider there exist 3 numbers of resources and 5 numbers of jobs. Based on the condition the Table 4 shows a single sequence 1-3-4-2-5 which is generated in two levels. For each level a sequence weight is estimated. The weight shows the value for the sequence above mentioned. Similarly you can identify N number of sequences and for each of them the sequence weight can be estimated. The Table 3 , shows the measures being estimated for the sequence 1-3-4-2-5 and 2-5-3-1-4. The method estimates the different measures for the sequence. Similarly, the method generates 2 n number of sequences like 120 number of sequences. For each sequence the method estimates the above mentioned measures and based on that the method selects a single sequence which has higher sequence weight. From the Table 4 , the first sequence will be selected based on the sequence weight.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the sequence weight measure being estimated for different number of sequences produced for any given condition, the method chooses a single sequence which is highly optimal for the given problem. The method produces efficient results on job shop scheduling and according to the results produced the efficiency of the scheduling parameters has been evaluated. The method has produced the results as follows: The Figure 2 shows the comparative result on scheduling performance produced by different methods and the result shows clearly that the proposed algorithm has produced higher efficiency than other methods.
Figure -3: Comparison on Latency Ratio
The Figure 3 , shows the comparison on latency ratio produced by different methods. The method has produced less latency than other methods.
Figure -4: Comparison on Time Complexity
The Figure 4 shows the comparison on time complexity produced by different methods. The result shows clearly that the proposed method has produced less time complexity than others.
CONCLUSION
An efficient multi attribute real time resource approximation based scheduling is presented. The method first generates possible sequences from the job set available. For each sequence the method performs resource approximation and computes the sequence weight. This will be iterated at each level. Based on the sequence weight achieved the
